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Abstract— The use of natural products for medicinal purposes is the most ancient practice of mankind for the cure, prevention and treatment of diseases, because they are a major source of biologically active compounds. Plants have a secondary metabolism that allows them to produce and store compounds of varied chemical nature; these are distributed differently among the taxonomic groups, have varied biological properties and ecological functions, and are characterized by their different uses and applications, such as in medicines, insecticides, herbicides and perfumes. They are also called natural products. Plants represent an endless source of metabolites that are biologically active and are an important ally of humans in their search for new molecules. This study evaluated the antibacterial activity of two hydro-alcoholic extracts from the bark of Anadenanthera colubrina. For the antibiosis essays, the extracts were diffused into agar and tested against two microorganisms, Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus. Discs of filter paper (5 mm in diameter) were saturated with different concentrations of the extracts and employed. Both extracts showed antimicrobial activity against E. coli and S. aureus; the extract obtained by allowing the solution to rest was more effective at inhibiting growth. The Minimal Inhibitory Concentration for both extracts was 50%, which caused inhibition halos of 11.21 mm (E. coli) and 10.05 mm (S. aureus). The rested extract, at a concentration of 50%, produced inhibition halos that were 13.05 mm (E. coli) and 17.45 mm (S. aureus).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of natural products for medicinal purposes is the most ancient practice of mankind for the cure, prevention and treatment of diseases[1], because they are a major source of biologically active compounds[2]. In Brazil, the use of popular phytotherapeutic products has its roots predominantly in the Amerindian, African and European cultures[3]. Despite major advances in medicine since the 20th century, plants still contribute greatly in the aid and treatment of illnesses. In developing countries such as Brazil, according to the World Health Organization (WHO), it is estimated that 65-80% of the population depends on popular phytotherapy for basic health care[4]. Tradition and availability are the major reasons for the use of plants[1]. For this reason, phytotherapy is a viable alternative for most developing countries that face socio-economic shortages[5].

Plants have a secondary metabolism that allows them to produce and store compounds of varied chemical nature; these are distributed differently among the taxonomic groups, have varied biological properties and ecological functions, and are characterized by their different uses and applications, such as in medicines, insecticides, herbicides, perfumes, and stains. They are also called natural products[6].

The use of plants by urban populations of rural origin is based on knowledge of the natural environment, as well as by the social relations these people have in their communities. Many vegetal products and their uses are currently indispensable to urban populations of rural origin where there are community members that know how to domesticate and manipulate the healing properties of plants[7]. The culture surrounding the use and cultivation of medicinal plants is an important local resource for the health and sustainability of urban environments[8].

Among the plant families used in popular phytotherapy is the Fabaceae, which contains Anadenanthera colubrina (Vell.) Brenan. Known as white angico, this species has high concentrations of tannins in its bark[9,10].

In daily life, the bark of A. colubrina is used for staining fishing nets by the fishermen of Ilha Grande[11]; tannins from this species are used in the production of drugs[12] and its wood is used in construction[13]. As for its ecological importance Oliveira[11] states it is possible that the high dominance and relative density of this species on Ilha Grande could contribute to the restoration of the soil of plantations in this region.

This work evaluated the antimicrobial activity of extracts from the bark of Anadenanthera colubrina (Vell) Brenan against the pathogenic microorganisms Escherichia coli – ATCC: 25923 and Staphylococcus aureus – ATCC: 25922.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

a. Collection of Material

Aerial parts (inner bark) of Anadenanthera colubrina (Vell.) Brenan were collected in the town of Francisco Beltrão (Paraná), in June 2012. The collections were identified using literature and archived (number 152A) at the Botany Laboratory at Paranaense University, Campus of Francisco Beltrão, PR. The collection of the material was authorized by the Brazilian Institute of the Environment and Renewable Resources (IBAMA) under the permit number 13234-2 of 08.01.2006.

b. Obtainment of Extracts

For the preparation of the hydro-alcoholic extracts, the orientation of process A from Pharmacopéia dos Estados Unidos do Brasil was followed[14], which was further adapted by Younes et al.[15]. The inner bark of the trunk of Anadenanthera colubrina (Vell.) Brenan was removed and dried at room temperature and then in a stove at 50º C until a uniform level of humidity was achieved. The material was ground and mixed with a hydro-alcoholic solution (70% ethanol) at a proportion of 20% (m.v). The solution was then divided into two parts, “A” and “B”. Solution “A” was heated to 60º C for 2h and 30 min and further concentrated using a rot evaporator until 20% of the initial extract was obtained. The final evaporate was called the heated extract (Eh). Solution “B” was stored at rest in the dark, at room temperature, for 10 days, and then filtered. From the filtrate, a concentrated extract equal to 20% of the initial extract was obtained using a rot evaporator; this extract was called the rested extract (Er).

c. Obtainment of the dilutions

The extracts were evaluated using the method of Kirby and Bauer[16] and the culture medium was composed of Mueller-Hinton agar supplemented with 2% glucose. Bacterial suspensions were prepared in sterile physiological solutions and then adjusted to 0.5 on the McFarland scale, which corresponds to approximately 1.5 x 10^8 UFC ml^-1. These were made from the strains Escherichia coli ATCC 25922 (beta-lactamase negative) and Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 25923 (susceptible to oxacillin and penicillin) that were obtained from the Microbiology Laboratory at Paranaense University (Campus of Francisco Beltrão).

d. Preparation of the dilutions of the extracts

Graduated tubes numbered from 1 to 10 were used for the different concentrations of the two extracts. Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) was employed as a solvent. The concentrations prepared of each extract were: 100; 50; 25; 12.5; 6.25; 3.12; 1.56; 0.78; 0.39 and 0.19%. These dilutions were stored in amber flasks for future evaluations.

e. Preparation of the paper discs

Paper discs (6 mm diameter) were saturated with the dilutions at the concentrations of 100; 50; 25; 12.5; 6.25; 3.12; 1.56; 0.78; 0.39 and 0.19%. The saturated discs were kept in a laminar flow chamber while the excess solvent evaporated.

f. Disc diffusion assay

The bacterial suspensions were inoculated onto plates containing Mueller-Hinton agar using a swab. The saturated discs were then transferred to the inoculated media. The plates were incubated at 35 ± 1º C for 24 hours. After this period, they were evaluated for the presence of inhibition halos (measured in mm). The diameters of the halos were interpreted based on the criteria published in Clinical Laboratory Standards International – CLSI[17]. The Minimal Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) was considered as the lowest extract concentration capable of inhibiting bacterial development.

g. Statistical analysis

All of the assays were tested in triplicate. The data obtained were subjected to analysis of variance, according to the rules of ANOVA. The significant differences between the means were determined by Tukey’s test.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the evaluation of the two extracts obtained from the inner bark of the trunk of Anadenanthera colubrina (Vell.) Brenan are presented in Table I. These data show the antimicrobial activity of the two extracts evaluated, represented by their Minimal Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) of 50%.

Table I. Minimal Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) of 50% of the two extracts of Anadenanthera colubrina (Vell.) Brenan (white angico), which represents the antimicrobial activity against the pathogenic microorganisms Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bacterium</th>
<th>Extracts Evaluated (50%)</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eh</td>
<td>Er</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escherichia coli</td>
<td>11.21±0.90Ba</td>
<td>13.05±2.10Ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staphylococcus</td>
<td>10.40±1.90Bb</td>
<td>17.45±1.20Aa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Means followed by the same lowercase letter in the same row and the same capital letter in the same column do not differ by Tukey’s test at the level of p>0.05. Eh - Rested extract after 10 days. Eh - Extract heated at 60ºC - 2h and 30min. # - Disks of Chloramphenicol at the concentration of 10 µg/disc. * Inhibition halos determined in millimeters.

The data referring to the behavior of the two extracts evaluated, shown in Table 1, demonstrate that both hydro-alcoholic extracts of the bark inhibited the in vitro growth of Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus. The rested extract (Er) showed better results against S. aureus, which were comparable to chloramphenicol because their inhibition halos did not differ significantly by Tukey’s test.

Based on the heated extract data, it was found that the inhibition halo for E. coli was 11.21±0.90 mm and 10.40±1.90 mm for S. aureus; these data were not significantly different when compared by Tukey’s test (at the level of 5%) and were significantly inferior to the control that used chloramphenicol, which had an inhibition halo of 18.00 mm.

It was also verified that both extracts presented antimicrobial activity against E. coli and S. aureus, but the rested extract showed better results than those of the heated
extract against both pathogenic bacteria. However, the Minimal Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) for both extracts was the concentration of 50%.

These results suggest that the difference could be related to heat, because the metabolites present in the heated extract were exposed to 60°C. This exposure could have changed the biological properties of the metabolites in the extract, resulting in lower antimicrobial activity. Based on this, it is believed that the difference was due to the methodology used to prepare the extracts.

The results in this work are in accordance with other investigations that have evaluated the antimicrobial properties of extracts of Anadenanthera colubrina. Studies have shown this plant has medicinal properties that are possibly related to the presence of tannins in the inner bark. Anti-inflammatory, healing, depurative, and hemostatic properties are attributed to this chemical group, which is used in the treatment of angina, diarrhea, gonorrea and ulcers.[18,19,20]

According to Pizzi,[21] it is better to use low temperatures to extract tannins because this method allows for the extraction of different kinds of tannins and other active compounds, which increases the biological activity of the extract.

The methodology adopted in this study is consistent with the different methodologies proposed to obtain active metabolites in plants, where one must consider the availability of metabolites in the plant, the plant itself and the ease of obtaining the metabolites, because although a plant might contain hundreds of secondary metabolites only compounds present in high concentrations are generally isolated and studied.

The analysis of active substances is more complex and takes longer, because the compounds that usually produce greater biological effects are present in the plant in lower proportions. For this reason, there is a need for a broader collaboration between chemists and pharmacologists to analyze extracts, especially those where semi-pure extracts, fractions, and then pure compounds are obtained[22,23].

In addition, it is essential to perform a complete analysis of the chemical groups present in an extract as well as their concentrations. Without this data it is not possible to efficiently determine the biological activity of each chemical component of the extract.

Thus, a broad multidisciplinary collaboration is needed to obtain pure compounds endowed with biological effects, in addition to the determination of these compounds by researchers[24].

These results are also in accordance with a study by Mors et al.[25], which found that hydro-alcoholic extracts of this plant species inhibited the growth of S. aureus and E. coli using similar assays. Other investigations that had similar result are those of Mors et al.[25] and Gonçalves et al.[26], which showed that alcoholic extracts of A. colubrina also inhibited of growth of S. aureus and E. coli.

In the present study, the extracts tested had antibacterial activity, especially the hydro-alcoholic extract Er, which was more effective in the control of the Gram-positive bacterium S. aureus, compared to the Gram-negative bacterium.

Therefore, the use of extracts obtained from the white angico, Anadenanthera colubrina, is another alternative for the treatment and cure of diseases involving infectious processes where the use of plant products and conventional medications can be an alternative for the improvement of the conditions of life in developing countries, especially when considering the importance of the use of medicinal plants as a therapeutic resource.

IV. CONCLUSION

According to the results obtained, it was possible to verify that both hydro-alcoholic extracts obtained from the bark of Anadenanthera colubrina exhibit antimicrobial activity against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria.

The extract obtained by allowing the solution to rest (Er) was more efficient than the extract obtained by heating the solution in the inhibition of the bacteria E. coli and S. aureus.
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